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Specification will be given in (brackets) where necessary as to whether audio should be left 
(L) or right (R). 
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OPEN ON – DARKNESS 
Onscreen:   For the best experience, please listen with headphones. 

   If you are D/deaf or hard of hearing, please turn CAPTIONS ON now. 

 

ROYAL CONSERVATOIRE OF SCOTLAND 

MA CLASSICAL AND CONTEMPORARY TEXT 

(ACTING/DIRECTING) 

 

CONTENT WARNING 

ABUSE; VIOLENCE; KIDNAPPING AND ABDUCTION; DEATH OR 

DYING; BLOOD; SEXISM/MISOGYNY; TRANSPHOBIA/TRANS 

MISOGYNY; STRONG LANGUAGE; PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA; 

COERCIVE CONTROL 

 

POV: Walking along a landing into a BATHROOM. Soft music playing. The bathroom is 

decorated with plants and candles; a SELKIE SKIN hangs to one side. Like a mermaid’s 

dressing table, there is a mirror, a hairbrush, shells. Also a cup of tea, a book: Clarissa 

Pinkola Estes’s Women Who Run with the Wolves. Close in on the bath – the light 

fragments – more plants – and a hand plugs the drain, turning the tap on and begins to fill 

the bath with water. 

 
V/O. Welcome to HIDE/BOUND. Please check that your headphones are 

working correctly. You will now hear a voice in the left ear of your 

headphones.  

V/O (L).  You should now hear my voice in the left ear of your headphones. 

V/O.   You will now hear a voice in the right ear of your headphones.  

V/O (R).  You should now hear my voice in the right ear of your headphones. 

V/O. If these voices are in the wrong ears, please turn your headphones 

around. You will not be able to experience the show as intended if 

your headphones are not working correctly. 

 

As the water flows down into the tub – TITLES. Singing.  

 

Onscreen:   WRITTEN BY EMILY ROSS 

   And in collaboration with 
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   SOPHIE HARRIS 

   ILIL KISH 

   JAÏRUS OBAYOMI (Director) 

   And Darlene Zarabozo (Music and Sound Design) 

 

A pair of hands appear, picking at their skin, as though it is coming away. Both hands and 

the bath waters are stained with inks that swirl in colourful patterns. This ink will re-appear 

throughout, where noted.  

 

KIKI. (V/O) My Lala used to say – se aon rud tìm mar a tha sinne ga 

thomhas, agus se rud eile tìm nadar … there is human time, and there 

is wild time. I walked into the water… 

 

FADE OUT – 

 

ON SCREEN: HIDE/BOUND 
A REINTERPRETATION OF THE SELKIE MYTH 

ACT ONE 
 

1. DARKNESS – A BEACH ON ORKNEY. 
Transmitter noise; indication the call has been accepted. 

 

ERIK (R).  All set this end. You ok?  

JOSH.   I’m just approaching the cove now mate. [I did as you said.] 

ERIK. Stay calm – keep your head. You’re gonnae be catching a whopper. 

Ye’ll be fine. Moon’s out. They’re around a bonfire. Lay the nets.  

 

Josh ties the netting around rocks in a gap. Water splashing over the sound of the surf and 

the waves rolling in – women laughing – and a bonfire. 

 

ERIK. We’ve got details on fourteen selkies living in the cove so – the trick is 

to find one you like the look of. 

JOSH.   Right. 

ERIK. This is gonnae be for life, pal. 

JOSH.   They’re singing.  
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ERIK.   Don’t stop listening to my voice. They’re no sirens. 

JOSH.   I think I’m in love – 

ERIK. No, no, no, no, no – stay with me pal. Remember – in – out. Don’t just 

stand there like a lemon; you’ll be eaten alive. 

JOSH.   And she’s mine once I’ve got the pelt. 

ERIK.  Exactly. You’ve paid a lot of money for this. You never have to be 

lonely again. 

 

He continues to tie the nets and begins to approach the selkies over the sand. Music 

builds. A heartbeat –  

Waves can be seen for a brief moment – before everything cuts out.  

 

2. [redacted] 
 

3. DARKNESS – BACK AT THE BEACH. 
Waves. Josh splashing through the surf. Selkie song.  

 

ERIK.   Stay cool, Josh, stay with me –  

JOSH. They’ve been scattered. One’s run into the net – she’s caught in it – 

her ankle’s caught. 

ERIK.   Watch the shape-shifting. Make her feel safe. 

JOSH.   Woah, woah woah woah – easy. 

GEALACH.  Let me go, filthy human! Set me free.  

JOSH.   Please – please calm down. I can’t help you unless [you calm down]. 

ERIK.   (Warning) Safe. 

GEALACH.  You want my pelt! You do, to claim my soul. 

ERIK.   You’re a good guy, Josh. I’m a good guy too, pal. 

JOSH. No, no, no – no please, I’m a good guy. Let me just cut this / – this 

netting. 

GEALACH.  The sea will claim what’s hers and you will die –  

Your body left to rot in the Abyss – 

Food for eels and bone to turn to sand 

JOSH.   Please just let me help you –  

GEALACH.  Nothing can be spared for the likes of you 

   Reeking pitiful soulless ben adam –  
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JOSH.   Please –  

ERIK.   Watch it Josh careful –  

JOSH.   I just … I’ve watched you –  

GEALACH.  Watching, waiting, foolish boy to try 

   And take what is not yours to sell and buy –  

JOSH.   No! Not sell. I – no – I just meant, I’d seen you – here, on the beach. 

ERIK.   Ask her her name pal, show her some humanity. 

JOSH.   What – What’s your name? 

GEALACH.  What is my name? if you could try to flail 

   To say it; would take tongues of ancient scale –  

JOSH.   It’s [easy, hold] still – I’m Josh.  

GEALACH.  It used to be a word of Moyse’s folk, 

   For gleaming shining Moon, the Celtics spoke, 

   Do not think I would give it willingly 

   When your name lands with harsh and wanton stroke 

I’m called – for under moonlight I am found – 

   And known by curséd passers-by who’ve drowned, 

  םיימשב חרוזה חרי

(Gealach hazoleach bashamayim) 

       [‘The Moon that shines in the sky’]  

JOSH.   Gealach.  

GEALACH.  … Gealach. 

JOSH.   That Gaelic? 

 

A beat.  

 

GEALACH.     A mermaid found a swimming lad – 

   Picked him up for her own 

JOSH.       What are you –  

GEALACH.  Pressed her body to his body, laughed 

   and plunging down – 

JOSH.      You’re free, I freed you –  

GEALACH.  Forgot in cruel happiness –  

JOSH.      No! Please –  

GEALACH.  That even lovers drown. 
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A HUGE SPLASH – bubbling SCREAMS from UNDER WATER. Thrashing, splashing. 

 

ERIK.      Josh?  

 

The transmitter loses signal under water. 

 

ERIK.       Josh? Josh?? Fuck. 

 

A moment of black silence. 

 
4. DARKNESS – PRESENT DAY – THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL STATION 
WIND. It’s DEAFENING. Behind, the sound of waves CRASHING. The wind and noise 

SOFTENS as though being heard from inside.  

 

KIKI.   (Shouting up over the wind) IS THIS THE GUEST HOUSE? 

JENNY. NO, NO IT’S NOT THE GUEST HOUSE – THAT’S WAY UP OVER 

THE OTHER SIDE! LOOK AT YOU – WHAT WERE YOU THINKING, 

OUT HERE IN WEATHER LIKE THIS? 

KIKI.   I WAS LOOKING FOR THE GUEST HOUSE! 

JENNY.  GOD, I HOPE THE SITE’S HOLDING. 

KIKI.   WHAT? 

JENNY.  I SAID I HOPE [THE SITE’S HOLDING] – AWWH, GET IN. 

 

The door is THROWN OPEN – the two figures enter. Paper BLOWS off the table across 

the room. They CLOSE the door; BOLTING it hard. 

 

JENNY. I can’t believe I found you – crikey – what were you doing in the 

water?! 

KIKI.   I was swimming – jumped in at Kirkwall –  

JENNY.  You swam from Kirkwall?! In this weather?! 

KIKI.   I’m a swimmer. 

JENNY. At this time of year? And you’re looking for the guest house? It’s way 

up over the other side – there’s nothing much in the way of anything 

round here. 


